LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

For corners in

Ingham Township

Located in: Corner Code 2

1. Public Land Survey
   T 2N R 1E
   C-09

2. Property Controlling
   in Section
   S
   T
   R

3. Miscellaneous
   S
   T
   R

4. Lot No. Recorded Plat

5. Private Claims

I, Gilbert M. Barlow, in a field survey on 19-February, 2005 do hereby state that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were in conformity with specifications and rules therefore as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Surveying and Mapping of a Court of Law and are that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformity with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors or by a decree of a Court of Law, established, re-established, monumented, removed, found in proper place below:

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent relocation:


2) 19-December-1883 - Corner referenced from D. Holmes, Deputy County Surveyor and recorded for A. Jackson County Surveyor as recorded in book 4 page 87 of the County surveyors notes. Witness:
   Beach 12 N20°19’E 18-12
   B Ash 14 G422 28-12

Continued on Sheet 2

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or re-establishing corner:

Found 1/2" pipe and cap #12570 per Liber 4, Page 10 of corners (Item B, Table A). Did not excavate due to previous excavation as reported on the referenced corner certificate.

Accepted the location of the 1/2" pipe and cap as a faithful perpetuation of the original government corner based on Information provided in Item B, Table A and set a Standard Ingham County cap stamiped "P.A. 346, PS-18022" on the existing pipe in a monument box.

Measurements: C3-C8 - 2545.45 C3-C2 - 2548.88

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

Set standard Ingham County stamiped "P.A. 346, PS-18022" on the found 1/2" steel pipe in a monument box.

NAZ 122°, 83.99', Found Nails and Tag #35414 in the North face of an 8" Elm NAZ 150°, 99.95', Set Nails and Tag #4129241614 in the Northeast face of a 6" Elm NAZ 217°, 32.75', Set Nails and Tag #4129241614 in the West face of a 6" Elm NAZ 271°, 43.85', Top center of telephone pole NAZ 271°, 47.29', Found Nails and Tag #11370 in the North face of a utility pole NAZ 330°, 65.60', Found Reel and Tag in the Fiel face of a twin 24" cottonwood

Signed by 

Surveyor's Michigan License No. 47142

Date 27-March - 2005
Part "A" continued – C3, T23N, R1E, Ingham County, Michigan

3) 04-July-1885 – Corner referenced by A. Jackson County Surveyor as recorded in book 4 page 72 of the County surveyors notes.  
Ash 40 Corner Tree  
Mark 18 NS0W, 18-1/2

4) 30-April-1884 – Corner referenced by W. Rowe County Surveyor as recorded in book 6 page 196 and book 6 page 4 of the  
County surveyors notes.  Corner is shown as being 35,69.24 Chains (2635.80 feet) West of the south 1st corner of Section 6,  
T23N, R1E  
No corner references or witnesses for this corner in the notes.

5) 27-March-1972 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Oscar Boss in Librar 1, Page 216 of Surveys. "SW cor.  
Sec. 5, T23N, R1E"  
Same witness as Item 6 below.

6) 30-March-1972 Land Corner Recordation Certificate by Oscar Boss, P.S. #13974 as recorded in Librar 1 page 405 of corner.  
Part "A" states: Unknown  
Part "B" states: Found Rail Road Spike  
Part "C" states: R. R. Spike  
N30W, 140.65 Nell East Side 24" Maple  
N49°E, 42.72 Top center M.B.T. Box  
S89°W, 22.4 Nell South side 6" Butternut

7) 14-June-1978 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Stideman, P.S. #11370 as recorded in Librar 3 pages 843-  
946 of Surveys  
Found boat spike replaced with 1/2" pipe in monument box  
P. Pole West, 47.31'  
T. Pole N49°E, 43.98'  
Sign Post S30°E, 40.13'  
Bearing and distance C3-A3, S89°39'W(12), 1825.34 feet.  
Bearing and distance C3-C4, S01°03'36"E, 2022.68 feet.

Part "A" states: C-3 original monument; 40" Ash stands for the corner, marked by Joseph Wampler, U.S. Deputy Surveyor in  
1838, Alston Jackson calls for 40" Ash corner tree; in a survey dated January 4, 1859 recorded in Volume 2 on page 237, Ingham County Surveyor's Records. However, D. Hoeman, Deputy County Surveyor gives these  
witnesses in a survey dated December 18, 1883 recorded in Volume 2 on page 179. 12" Bedrock N75°E 15'-1/2 Backs  
and 14" D. Ash S42°E 25-1/2 Backs. This corner was used in a survey by County Surveyor W.A. Jones  
dated April 30, 1868 recorded in Volume 4, but he gives no information about it.  
Part "B" states: Land Corner Record No. 203, dated February 10, 1972, relates Corner Boss found a railroad spike witnessed by:  
24" Maple N22W, 140.56'; ATM Bedrock, 47.72'; 6" Butternut N90W, 22.48'; 3" rail spike in  
the intersection of Meridian and Columbus Roads, with a 3/4" iron rod 32 E. West.  
Part "C" states: Nell and lag pole anchor 30 North, 35.00'  
Nell and lag 18" Oak N90°E, 45.37'  
Nell and lag 24" Oak N90°E, 140.71'

9) 14-June-1977 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Stideman, P.S. #11370 as recorded in Librar 2 pages  
1145-1146 of Surveys  
Information pertaining to the corner is the same as Item 7 above.

10) 13-April-1978 Witnesses as observed by the Ingham County Re monuments Program. Witnesses observed by Larry Byram  
for Polsk Surveying Company.  
Found 1/2" Steel bar and cap  
N30°W, 22.02'; Found N 1/4 S. Side 6" Butternut  
West, 47.32'; Found RLS #11379 N. Side P.P.  
N49°E, 44.00'; Found RLS #11379 SE Side P.P.

11) 08-December-1978 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Horatio M. Lasier P.S. #18938 as recorded in Librar 3 pages 590-  
694 of Surveys  
SE Corner Section 8, T23N, R1E, Found 1/2" Pipe in Monument Box  
24" Maple, N90°W, 141.58'  
5' Butternut N90°W, 32.04'  
Telephone Pole, N49°E, 43.98'  
Bearing and distance C3-A3, N90°W 10' W, 1825.96 feet.  
Bearing and distance C3-C2, N01°10'W, 2047.66 feet.

12) June 2002 Corner referenced in an unrecorded survey for the Ingham County Drain Commissioner as conducted by Fitzgerald  
Henne/KESS Inc.  
Found 1/2" Pipe as recorded in Libr 4, Page 10  
Witnesses the same as described in Item 7 above.
SURVEY & REMONUMENTATION
DEC 1 4 2005

SECTION

LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

For corners in

Ingham County

Located in: Corner Code #

1. Public Land Survey
   T 14N R 3E C-04
   TR RR

2. Property Controlling
   S T T
   In Section
   S T T

3. Miscellaneous
   S T T
   Property in Sec.

4. Lot No. Recorded Plat

5. Private Claims

I, Gilbert M. Barch, in a field survey on 18 February, 2005, to comply with requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. 1970, the corner posts mentioned in line 1 and 2 above were

In conformance with regulations and rules based upon the scale of the United States Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land Management in the United States Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land Management or by decree of a Court of Law and to be that the corner posts mentioned in line 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors or by a Decree of a Court of Law established, re-established, recorded, restated, fixed or as expressed below:

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent realignment:

   18' Maple N53°W 8-1/2 ft
   20' Sugar Maple 10 ft
   Set at 40.00 Chate North of the Southeast corner of Section 7

2) 04-January-1855 - Corner referenced by A. Jackson County Surveyor as recorded in book 3 page 72 of the County surveyors notes.
   Witnesses:
   Sugar 20 NNE E 19 ft
   Birch 20 NNE 95 ft
   Measured distances:
   (C4-C8) - 590 rods 20 ft - 2785.20 feet
   (C4-A4) - 113 rods 22 ft - 1879.02 feet

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or establishing corner:

Found 1/2" pipe in monument box 9 feet west of the centerline of Meridian Road per item 4 Table A

A ground penetrating radar survey conducted in the vicinity of the found 1/2" pipe and found no conclusive evidence of additional corner information. The area lies in a slight fill section but is overall close the surrounding grade.

Accepted the corner as a faithful perpetuation of the original government corner and placed a standard Ingham county cap stamped "P.A. 346, 47942" over the existing pipe within the monument box.

Measurements: (C4-C8) = 2622.66 feet (C4-C8) = 2633.78 feet (C4-A4 Bowdoin) = 1879.02 feet

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

Sit standard Ingham county cap stamped "P.A. 346, 47942" on top of an existing 1/2" pipe in a monument box.

NAZ 33°, 28° 58' 30" North East face of a 10" pipe NAZ 39°, 79° 54', Found Nail and Tag #829414 (Matteo Fratto) in the West face of a 6" Silver Maple
NAZ 47°, 82° 07', Found Nail and Tag #829414 (Matteo Fratto) in the South face of an 18" Silver Maple
NAZ 23°, 96° 27', Found Nail and Tag #829414 (Matteo Fratto) in the North face of a 14" Apple
NAZ 102°, 41° 26', Found KERS Nail and Tag in the South face of an anchor post
NAZ 148°, 71° 75' Found KERS Nail and Tag in the South face of an 8" Silver Maple

P.A. 346 INGHAM COUNTY
FIR PAPR 27-MARCH-2005

Signed by

Date

Surveyors Michigan License No.

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, JAN 26, 1971
RELISTED MAY 15, 1995
KIDDER-JAY, 1983
RELISTED OCT, 1995

347942
3) 14-June-1976 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Steadman, P.S., #11370 as recorded in Lib. 2, pages 842-845 of Surveys.
Set 1/2" pipe in monument box
Centerline of Road East 9.6'
28' Maple N70°E 40.82' to
T. Pole N42°W 28.46'
10' Oak N64°16'W 62.72'
Bearing and distance C4-C3, N1°09'30"W, 2822.45 feet.

Part "A" states: Original Monument: Wood pole set by Joseph Wampier, U.S. Deputy Surveyor in 1838. Bearing Trees: 10' Maple N58°W 8-1/2' 10", and 20' Sugar Maple 12' 10" I found no further information pertaining to this corner after the survey dated January 4, 1855, recorded in Volume 2, page 527, Ingham County Records, giving only the original bearing trees.
Part "B" states: Reestablished corner opposite fence line East and on line between the adjacent section corners. Location is 9.8 feet west of the centerline of Medillen Road.
Part "C" states: Set 1/2" iron pipe and monument box to mark corner.
Witnesses:
28' Maple N70°E, 40.82'
Telegraph Pole N42°W, 28.46'
10' Oak N56°E, 101.36'
10' Oak N64°W, 62.72'

5) 14-June-1977 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Steadman, P.S., #11370 as recorded in Lib. 2, pages 1147-1148 of Surveys.
Information pertaining to the corner is the same as item 4 above.
Bearing and distance C4-C3, N89°44'30"W, 2822.45 feet.
Bearing and distance C4-A4, N89°44'10"W, 1879.65 feet.

6) 12-Sep-1979 Witnesses as observed by the Ingham County Remonumentation Program. Witnesses observed by Larry Bryan for Polkco Surveying Company.
Found 1/2" iron pipe with cap #11370
N70°E, 40.82' Found N N4°W RLS 11370 on N Side 28' Maple
N48°W, 62.72' Found N N8°W RLS 11370 on N Side 10' Oak
N60°E, 101.36' Found N N10°W RLS 11370 on W Side 30' Oak
N60°W, 101.36' Found P X, Neil 9' West of physical centerline of road
N40°W, 28.46' Found N N10°W N8°R 11370 on W Side of PP

7) June 2002 Corner referenced in an unrecorded survey for the Ingham County Clerk's Office conducted by Fitzgerald
Horne/KES Inc.
Found 1/2" Pipe as recorded in Lib. 4, Page 21
Set Nail and Tag in the South side of Parish Corner Post, S89°E, 41.84'
Set Nail and Tag in the Southwest side of an 8" Ash, S90°E, 76.72'
Set Nail and Tag above nail and tag 11370 in the Northeast side of a power pole, N32°W, 28.35'
For corners in Township:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Township</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Township</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Rangeline</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ingham</td>
<td>Corner</td>
<td>2N</td>
<td>R:1E</td>
<td>396.85</td>
<td>396.85</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Private Claims:

I. Gilbert H. Baker, in a field survey on 11 April, 2005, on behalf of the State of Michigan, to the best of my knowledge and belief, based on the survey of the corner points mentioned in item 1 and 2 above, all monuments, on the map of the following description, are correct, and in accordance with regulations and rules by which the corner points mentioned in item 3, 4 and 5 above, are in conformance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors or by a Deed of a Court of Law and for that the corner points mentioned in item 3, 4 and 5 above, are in conformance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors or by a Deed of a Court of Law established, re-established, monumented, reconvened, found as expressed below.

NOTE: Not more than 3 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent replacement:

1. February 1825 - Corner originally set by Joseph Wampler in a GLO survey.
   - Page 50 of the Ingham County GLO notes.
   - Set post corners E, 18, 17, and 18 ft.
   - 16" Bolt Cut 3C 20 lbs.
   - 18" Stake 53°41' W 15 lbs.
   - Set at 80.00 North of the Southwest corner of Section 17.

2. 16 June 1839 - Corner referenced by A. Jackson, County Surveyor as recorded in book 3 page 44 of the County surveyors notes.
   - Reference witnesses per item 1.

3. 04 January 1855 - Corner referenced by A. Jackson, County Surveyor as recorded in book 3 page 72 of the County surveyors notes.
   - Reference witnesses per item 1.

B. Description of corner evidence found and method applied in restoring or reestablishing the corner:

Staked at apparent corner location and found a 10" steel pipe in a monument box at the intersection of Median Road and Brown Road per item A. An overhead pipe as a faithful perpetuation of the original government corner and set at a standard Ingham County Monumentation cap stamped P.S. 47942 on the existing 10" I.D. pipe.

Measurements:
- (C.S.O) 40°24'47"S 8°48'50"W, 2833.78 (C.S.O) 80°41'50"E, 2833.58

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

Set standard Ingham County cap stamped "P.S. 47942" in a monument box on the found 10" pipe.

NAD 27, 26.04, Found Nail and Tag #11170 in the South face of a Utility Pole NAD 27, 50.00, Found K2R 5 Nail and Tag in the South face of a wood fence post NAD 27, 103.77, Found Nail and Tag #58414 in the South face of a 12" Hickory NAD 114°, 145.87, Set Nail and Tag #4794251489 in the North face of an 11" Hickory

P.A. 345 Ingham County
PEER APPROVED 6/2015

Signed by: Albert H. Baker
Surveyor's Michigan License No. 43142

Date: 13-Dec-2005

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL SURVEYORS, JAN. 20, 1991
REVISED JAN. 20, 1995
REVISED DEC. 12, 2000
4) 14-June-1976 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Stedman, P.S. #13730 as recorded in Liber 2 pages 842-845 of Survey

SUEY & REMONUMENTATION

PART A continued - CS8, T2N, R16E, Ingham County, Michigan

4) 14-June-1976 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Stedman, P.S. #13730 as recorded in Liber 2 pages 842-845 of Survey

Set 10’ pipe in monument box

Constrast of Road East 8.9’

Power Pole NSPW, 26.00’

CT N. end of metal culvert pipe NSPW, 38.00’

Wood anchor post N4W E, 46.44’

Bearing and distance CS-C4, N0°03’32”W, 2534.15 feet.


PART A States:


Bearing Ties:

14’ S. Oak St 20’ N, and 13’ South 19’ N.

*End no further Information pertaining to this corner; other than a survey dated January 19, 1839 and January 4, 1850 recorded in Volume 1 on page 136 and Volume 2 on page 237. Ingham County Surveyors Records, giving only the original bearing ties. Volume 2 on page 257. Ingham County Records, giving only the original bearing ties.

PART B States:

"Tag hole in the intersection of Mortimer and Brown Roads, and opposite a fence West and about 2 feet deep, found part of a 4’ Clay pipe with a wood stake inside and a collar of stones and pieces of iron around it.”

PART C States:

"Rounded location of the wood stake in surface with 1/2’ iron pipe in monument box."

Witnesses:

Power Pole NSPW, 26.00’

CT N. end of metal culvert pipe NSPW, 38.00’

Wood anchor post N4W E, 46.44’

6) 14-June-1977 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Richard W. Stedman, P.S. #13730 as recorded in Liber 2 pages 147-148 of Surveys

Information pertaining to the corner is the same as item 5 above.

7) 12-April-1978 Witnesses as observed by the Ingham County Remonumentation Program. Witnesses observed by Larry Bryan, for Pinata Surveying Company.

Found 1/2’ iron pipe with cap #13730

West, 26.00’ Found N.S. R/L 11370 on S. Side of Power Pole

N4W E, 46.50’ Found N.S. R/L 11370 on Anchor Post NSPW, 38.27’ Found 1/2’ Cap on N. of 12’ metal culvert

8) 04-June-1992 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Mauricio M. Mattieu, P.S. #26414 as recorded in Liber 6 pages 1018-1019 of Surveys

Set 1/2’ pipe

West, 20.00’ Found N.S. R/L 11370 on S. Side Utility Pole

N4W E, 51.27’ N.S. R/L 28414 on W. Side Wood Fence Post

N4W E, 73.89’ N.S. R/L 28414 on N. Side 18’ ULM

N4W E, 57.27’ N.S. R/L 28414 on S. Side of 4’ Chestnut.

Bearing and distance CS-C8, N0°03’30”W, 2534.43 feet.

9) June 2005 Corner referenced in an unrecorded Drain Study for the Ingham County Drain Commissioner as conducted by Fitzgerald Freytag/ERG Inc.

Found 1/2’ Pipe as recorded in Liber 4, Page 20
Set Nail and Tag in South side of Fence Corner Post, N4W E, 50.00’

Found Nail and Tag #13730 in South side of Power pole, West 26.43’

Found Nail and Tag #26414 in South side of 14’ Beamswood, N4W E, 105.75’
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

For corners in

INGHAM
Township

Located In: Comer Code #

1. Public Land Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZN</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Property Controlling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZN</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Miscellaneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZN</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Lot No. Recorded Plat

5. Private Claims

L. Gilbert M. Barish, in a field survey on 16 February, 2005, do hereby state that under requirements of P. A. 74, Michigan P. A. 1970, the corner points mentioned herein were in conformance with regulations and now therefore are required to be re-established, as required by the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Survey of Land Management or by decree of a Court of Law and that the corner points mentioned herein 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors as by a decree of a Court of Law, re-established, monumented, recovered, found as expressed below.

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:

1) February 1984 - Corner originally set by Joseph Wampler in a GLO survey.

2) 30-April-1996 - Corner set by single perpendicularly measurement midway between the Southwest corner of Section 5 and the Southwest Corner of Section 6 at a distance of 36.03-3.4 chains by W. Rowe County Surveyor as recorded in book 3 pages 123 and 198 and book 5 page 4 of the County surveyors notes.

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or re-establishing corner:

Found 14" x 1-1/4" x 14" steel bar (iron Blick Shoal) at the surface of the pavement in centerline of Columbia Road.

Offset and removed the found point and excavated to a depth of 30" below the surface asphalt in a 24" diameter circle. The asphalt layer was 8" thick, the gravel base was 10" thick. At the base of the gravel surface, found a large amount of broken pottery shards that consisted of flower vases, dish, plates, and fruit jars. The pottery was located in the bottom 1" of the gravel base and in the top 3" of the hand pack clay. Did not recover additional evidence of the corner location. Accepted the location of the 14" x 1-1/4" steel bar (iron Blick Shoal as referenced in item 2 of Table A above) which was located directly above the broken pottery as a faithful perpetuation of the original government corner and set a 3/8" x 24" steel bar and cap stamped "P.A. 74, PS 47942" in a monument box.

Measurements: (03-C3) - 2035.53, (03-C3) - 2035.53, (03-C3) - 2035.53

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

Set standard Ingham County 3/4" X 24" smooth steel bar and cap stamped "P.A. 74, PS 47942" in a monument box at the location of the found 14" X 1-1/4" Steel Bar.

NAZ 80", 116.40', Set Nail and Tag #47942 in the South face of a 24" Oak.
NAZ 190', 25.69', Found GESL Marshall and Tag in the East face of a 10" Dead Elm.
NAZ 313', 103.61', Set Nail and Tag #47943 in the Southwest face of a 30" Maple.
NAZ 359', 33.00', Found 1/2" Steel bar and cap #25414

Signed by:

Signature:

Surveyors Michigan License No.

Date:

Form Approved by Michigan State Board of Professional Surveyors, Jan. 28, 1971
Revised May 12, 1974
Revised Jan., 1983
Revised Oct., 1986
3) 01-January-1989 Ingham County Road Commission Grid Sheet calls for:
1/4" X 1/4" Iron
12' Ash N39E W33'5"
12' Willow N37E 107.00'
Base Angle Fence Post N33E 28.45'

4) 04-October-1974 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Oscar Boss in Liber 2, Page 136 of Surveys. "S 1/4 cor. Sec. 8, T2N, R1E" Same witnesses as Item 5 below. Bearing along the South line of Section 8, N33'5"S 52'W.

5) 07-October-1974 Land Corner Recording Certificate by Oscar Boss, P.S. #13674 as recorded in Liber 3 page 240 of comms.:
Part "A" states: Unknown
Part "B" states: 1/4" X 1/4" bar found
Part "C" states: S 1/4 Corner, Section 5
93'14' W, 53.35 Nsell N5'12" Ash
93'14' E, 107.00 Nsell S5'12" Willow
93'14' E, 28.45 Base of angle fence post

6) 07-August-1973 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Austin Williams, P.S. #21728 in Liber 3, Page 958 of Surveys. "N 1/4 cor. Sec. 5, T2N, R1E" Same witnesses as Item 5 above.
Bearing and distance D3-E3, S93'3'2" W, 2830.40 feet.

7) 16-June-1982 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Ron Helsel, P.S. #18994 in Liber 5, Pages 1163-1164 of Surveys.
"North 1/4 corner sec. 5, T2N, R1E, L3, Pg. 240".
N33'10" E, 28.45 Nsell Base of 4' Dis fence post
South, 23.40 Nsell 12' Elm
Bearing and Distance D3-E3, S90'0'2" W, 2830.19 feet

8) 08-March-1999 Corner referenced in an unrecorded survey by Maurice H. Matties, P.S. #29414.
"South 1/4 Cor. Sec. 5, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, MI."
Bearing and Distance D3-E3, S93'27'7" E, 2330.12 feet.
Bearing and Distance D3-E5, N30'16'23" W, 2523.71 feet.

9) 13-June-2001 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Maurice H. Matties, P.S. #29414 in Liber 8, Page 961 of Surveys.
"South 1/4 Cor. Sec. 5, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, MI."
14' X 1 1/4" bar
NAT #28614 SW side 36' Willow, N60'W, 104.03'
NAT #28614 SW side 14' Maple N60'W, 37.78'
NAT #18998 N side 30' Elm S60'W, 53.23'
NAT #29514 S side 30' Oak N60'W, 116.38'
Bearing and Distance D3-E3, S93'27'7" E, 2330.12 feet

"North 1/4 Cor. Sec. 5, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, MI."
1/4" X 1 1/4" bar in Centertree
Same information as Item 6 above including one additional witness:
NAT #28614 N side 30' Elm S60'W, 53.22'

11) June 2003 Corner referenced in an unrecorded survey for the Ingham County Drain Commissioner as conducted by Fitzgerald Harrow/CRSS Inc.
Found 14' X 1 1/4" bar as recorded in Liber 3, Page 249
Witnesses:
Set KERS nail and tag in the Northeast side of 20' Maple, N60'W, 37.85'
Set KERS nail and tag in the West Side of 14' Elm, South, 25.69'
Found nail and tag in the west side of 20' Basswood, S60'W, 53.20'.
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

For corners in

INGLEM

Located in: Corner Code #

INGLEM TOWNSHIP.
1. Public Land Survey

T 2N R 1E  D-4
T
R
T
R

2. Property Controlling

in Section
S
T
R

3. Miscellaneous

Property in Sec.
S
T
R

4. Lot No., Recorded Plat

5. Private Claims

I. DAVID R. LOHR, P.S., in a field survey on 07/02/08, do hereby certify that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were in conformance with regulations and rules therefore as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a Court of Law and/or that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors or by a decree of a Court of Law, established, re-established, monumented, re-monumented, recovered, found as expressed below.

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:

1) CORNER NOT SET IN GLO SURVEY OF 1826.

2) NO REFERENCES FOUND IN COUNTY SURVEYOR RECORDS.

3) CORNER REFERENCED IN LCRC BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/19/73 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 4, PAGE 302.

PART A STATES: BLANK

PART B STATES: "D-4: FD. CORNER POST."

PART C STATES: "D-4: COR. POST." WITNESSED BY: EAST 3' +/− 6" MAPLE NORTH 7.5' +/− #1/L WEST

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2:

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or reestablishing corner:

SEARCHED AT APPARENT LOCATION OF CORNER AND FOUND 1/2" X 18" REBAR, NO CAP, AS PER ITEM A-5 ABOVE. CORNER FALLS ALONG THE SOUTH SIDE OF A SMALL POND, ON A FENCELINE TO THE SOUTH AND ALONG A FALLEN FENCE TO THE EAST. TRAVERSED SECTION TO FIND THAT THE FOUND REBAR FALLS AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE QUARTER LINES. ACCEPTED FOUND REBAR AS CORNER AND SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090, IN FOUND LOCATION. MEASURED NORTH 2623.40' TO D-3, EAST 2644.39' TO E-4, SOUTH 2633.53' TO D-5 AND WEST 2631.69' TO C-4.

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

D-4: T2N, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP, INGHAM COUNTY. SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090, AT FOUND REBAR, AT INTERSECTION OF QUARTER LINES. WITNESSED BY:

FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, WEST SIDE 8" MAPLE, N 12° W, 60.90'
FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, NORTH SIDE 20" MAPLE, N 80° E, 7.29'
FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, NORTHEAST SIDE 5" MAPLE, S 55° E, 8.86'
FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, WEST SIDE 8" ASH, DUE SOUTH, 8.77'
SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, NORTHEAST SIDE 20" MAPLE, S 60° E, 35.05'
SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, NORTHEAST SIDE 20" MAPLE, S 22° E, 26.54'

SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG IS DEFINED AS A 1/4" X 2-1/2" MAGNETIC ALUMINUM ALLOY NAIL, WITH A 1-1/2" ALUMINUM DISC MARKED "INGHAM PA 345 WITNESS".

P.A. 345 INGHAM COUNTY
PEER APPROVED 10/1/2008

Signed by Date
DAVID R. LOHR
Surveyor's Michigan License No. 30090

PAGES: 2
Register of Deeds Stamp & File Number

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF LAND SURVEYORS, JUN. 1973
REVISED MAY 14, 1973
REVISED JUN. 1983
REVISED OCT. 1988
ADAPTED FOR WORD PROCESSING JUL. 1988
4) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/21/73 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 1, PAGE 1240. "CTR. SEC 8." NO MENTION OF MONUMENT OR WITNESSES GIVEN. SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE EAST OF 2643.59' TO E-4.

5) CORNER REFERENCED IN FOLLOWING SURVEYS BY MAURICE H. MAHIEU, PS #28414:
DATED 06/23/99 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 598;
DATED 05/04/01 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 896;
DATED 03/11/03 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 1242;
"CENTER OF SECTION 8, T2N, R1E, INGHAM TWP., INGHAM CO., 1/2" BAR, 6.5'/+- S. OF FENCE TO WEST, CENTERLINE OF FENCE TO SOUTH."
WITNESSED BY: N & T #28414, W. SIDE 8" MAPLE, NORTH, 60.90' (FOUND)
N & T #28414, N. SIDE 15" MAPLE, EAST, 7.26' (FOUND)
N & T #28414, NE. SIDE 6" MAPLE, S 45° E, 8.84' (FOUND)
N & T #28414, W. SIDE 8" MAPLE, SOUTH, 8.87' (FOUND)
SURVEYS SHOW A DISTANCE NORTH OF 2623.40' TO D-3 AND EAST OF 2643.59' TO E-4.

6) NO OTHER REFERENCES FOUND.
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

For corners in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Located In:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INGHAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corner Code #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| B: 14 P: 8 11/03/2008 08:41 AM |
| Register of Deeds Stamp & File Number |

1. INGHAM TOWNSHIP
   1. Public Land Survey
      T 2N R 1E
      T R
      T R
      T R
   2. Property Controlling in Section
      S T R
      S T R
      S T R
   3. Miscellaneous
      Property in Sec.
      S T R
   4. Lot No.
      Recorded Plat
   5. Private Claims

I, DAVID R. LOHR, P.S. , in a field survey on 06/19/08 ,
do hereby certify that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points
mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were in conformance with regulations and rules therefore
as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the
interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a Court of Law and/or that the corner
points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformance with the rules of the Michigan
Board of Land Surveyors or by a Decree of a Court of Law: established, re-established,
monumented, re-monumented, recovered, found as expressed below:

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded
on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:
   1) CORNER SET BY JOSEPH WAMPLER, DEP. SURVEYOR, FEB.
      1826. "WEST COR. BTW. 8 & 17, 39.82 CH. (2628.12') SET Q.R. POST, FW." WITNESSED BY:
      W.O. 26', S 50 E, 26 LRS. (17.16')
      W.O. 30', S 87 W, 30 LRS. (19.80')
      SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE EAST AND WEST OF 39.82 CH. (2628.12')
   2) NO REFERENCES FOUND IN COUNTY SURVEYOR RECORDS.
Continued on page 2:

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or reestablishing corner:
   SEARCHED AT APPARENT LOCATION OF CORNER AND FOUND A BADLY CORRODED 1/2" X 18" REBAR ON
   THE CENTERLINE OF BROWN ROAD (GRAVEL) AND ON AN OCCUPATION/TREE LINE SOUTH, AS
   PER ITEM A-3 ABOVE. SURVEYOR CARLOCK'S WITNESSES ARE GONE, DUE TO EROSION OF ROAD BANKS.
   CORNER FALLS IN A DEEP, 10' TO 12' CUT AREA. EXCAVATED THRU 10' OF GRAVEL TO SUGAR SAND
   AND TO DEPTH OF 30", FOUND NO ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE. ACCEPTED FOUND REBAR AS BEST AVAILABLE
   EVIDENCE OF CORNER LOCATION AND SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090, 6" DEEP,
   IN FOUND LOCATION. TRAVERSE SECTION LINE EAST AND WEST TO FIND THAT REBAR FALLS
   1.90' SOUTH X 15.86' WEST OF THE SINGLE PROPORTIONAL LOCATION. MEASURED NORTH 2633.53' TO
   D-4, EAST 2649.95' TO E-5, SOUTH 2627.10' TO D-6 AND WEST 2618.22' TO C-5.

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:
   D-5: TZN, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP, INGHAM COUNTY. SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA
   345 CAP #30090, 6" DEEP IN GRAVEL ROAD, AT LOCATION OF FOUND REBAR. WITNESSED BY:
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #18998, EAST SIDE 12" MAPLE,
   N 25' E, 26.48'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, NORTH SIDE TRIPLE 10" MAPLE,
   S 56' E, 47.40'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #18998, NORTH SIDE 8" MAPLE,
   S 35' E, 25.32'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, WEST SIDE 12" MAPLE,
   S 17' E, 16.55'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #18998, NORTH SIDE 12" MAPLE,
   S 76' W, 62.05'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #18998, NORTH SIDE POWER POLE,
   N 74' W, 124.21'

Signed by David R. Loehr
Surveyor's Michigan License No. 30090
Date AUGUST 22, 2008

P.A. 345 INGHAM COUNTY
PEER APPROVED 8/11/2008 MC

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF LAND SURVEYORS, JAN. 1971
REVISED MAY 14, 1976
REVISED JUL. 1983
REVISED OCT. 1996
ADAPTED FOR WORD PROCESSING JAN. 1998
3) CORNER REFERENCED IN LCRC BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/21/73 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 3, PAGE 127.
PART A STATES: BLANK
PART B STATES: "SET 1/2" IRON ROD."
PART C STATES: "WITNESSES TO S 1/4 COR. SECTION 8, T2N, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP."
   N 0° 00' 20" E, 33.00', FD. IRON SOUTH
   33.00', C/L COR. POST & FENCE LINE SOUTH (GONE)
4) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/24/73
   AND RECORDED IN LIBER 1, PAGE 1240. "S 1/4 COR. SEC 8., T2N, R1W, SET 1/2" IRON ROD." SAME WITNESSES AS IN ITEM A-3 ABOVE. NO DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.
5) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY GEORGE M. YOUNG, RLS #17640, DATED 09/24/75
   AND RECORDED IN LIBER 2, PAGE 549. "SOUTH 1/4 POST, SECTION 8., T2N, R1W, INGHAM TWP., FOUND 1/2" RE-ROD WITH CAP."
   WITNESSED BY:
   NAIL & WASHER IN 6" MAPLE, S 70° W, 62.36' (FD. TREE)
   NAIL & WASHER IN 8" MAPLE, S 10° E, 17.11' (FD. TREE)
   NAIL & WASHER IN 6" MAPLE, S 70° E, 74.04' (GONE)
   NO DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.
6) CORNER REFERENCED IN CORNER REPORT FORM, CETA PROJECT OF 1978, BY LARRY BRYAN.
   "FD. 1/2" BAR & WORN CAP, IN BROWN RD. ON LINE WITH S. FENCELINE."
   WITNESSED BY: DUE N., 33.00', FOUND 1" PIPE ON HILL (GONE)
   S 20° E, 17.13', FOUND RLS #17640, E. SIDE 10" OAK (MAPLE)
   S 75° W, 62.40', FOUND RLS #17640, N. SIDE 12" OAK (MAPLE)
7) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY RONNIE M. LESTER, RLS #18998, DATED 09/18/91
   AND RECORDED IN LIBER 6, PAGE 847. "NORTH 1/4 CORNER, SECTION 17, T2N, R1E, LIBER 3,
   PAGE 127, 1/2" BAR."
   WITNESSED BY:
   SET NAIL AND TAG IN NORTH SIDE 10" MAPLE, 160° AZ., 16.8' (FOUND)
   SET NAIL AND TAG IN EAST SIDE 10" MAPLE, 25° AZ., 26.6' (FOUND)
   SET NAIL AND TAG IN NORTH SIDE 8" MAPLE, 143° AZ., 25.6' (FOUND)
   SET NAIL AND TAG IN EAST SIDE UTILITY POLE, 286° AZ., 123.6' (FOUND)
   SET NAIL AND TAG IN NORTH SIDE 1" MAPLE, 255° AZ., 61.9' (GONE)
   SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE SOUTH OF 2626.98' TO D-6.
8) CORNER REFERENCED IN FOLLOWING SURVEYS BY MAURICE H. MAHIEU, PS #28414:
   DATED 01/28/98 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 163;
   DATED 03/10/98 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 260;
   AS "N. 1/4 CORNER, SECTION 17, T2N, R2E, INGHAM TWP., INGHAM COUNTY, MICHIGAN.
   1/2" IRON ROD."
   WITNESSED BY:
   N & T #18998, E. SIDE 12" OAK, N 15° E, 26.50' (MAPLE)
   N & T #18998, N. SIDE 12" CHERRY, S 70° W, 62.17' (MAPLE)
   N & T #28414, W. SIDE 12" HICKORY, S 20° E, 16.61' (MAPLE)
   N & T #28414, N. SIDE TRIPLE 8" MAPLE, S 60° E, 47.44' (FOUND)
   SURVEYS SHOW A DISTANCE EAST OF 2650.06' TO E-5.
9) NO OTHER REFERENCES FOUND.
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

FOR CORNER IN

INGHAM
COUNTY

Located In: Corner Code #

1. Public Land Survey
   T 2N  R 1E  E-63
   T  R  R  R
   T  R  R  R

2. Property Controlling in Section
   S  T  R  R
   S  T  R  R
   S  T  R  R
   S  T  R  R

3. Miscellaneous
   Property in Sec.
   S  T  R  R
   S  T  R  R
   S  T  R  R
   S  T  R  R

4. Lot No. Recorded Plat

5. Private Claims

   I, Gilbert M. Batch, in a field survey on 28-February, 2005, do hereby state that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points metioned in lines 1 and 2 above were in
   accordance with regulations and rules governing as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management and by a decree
   of a Court of Law and that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were in accordance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors as a Decree of a Court of Law established.
   -established, monuments, received, fixed as expressed herein.

NOTE: More than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:

1) February 1828 - Corner originally set by Joseph Wampeter in a GLO survey. Page 44 of the Ingham County GLO notes. Set G Cor 4 S x 6 S for Witnesses: Eln S 52E 19 Ricks
   Lt 5 H 32E 11 Ricks

2) 30-April-1848, Corner relocated by W. Rows County Surveyor as recorded in book 5 page 188 and book 6 page 4 of the County surveryors notes. Corner is shown as being 39.83 3/4 Chancery (2099.8 feet) East of the South 1/4 corner of Section 5, 12N, R1E.
   No corner references or witnesses for this corner in the notes.

   Continued on Sheet 2

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or relocated applied in restoring or restablishing corner:

E3 Found 1/2" x 18" steel bar at the surface of the pavement 4 feet south of the centerline of Columbia Road.

This corner has two recorded points for the corner at E3. The first recorded corner as established by Oscar Buss, P.S. #38374 was set by a method that does not conform to the reestarted guidance as established by the GLO instructions of 1915. This surveyor does not agree with the location of the corner and could not find any physical or record evidence supporting the location of the point. Information pertaining to this corner is referenced in Table A above and referenced in Table C below.

The second corner as established by Austin C. Williams, P.S. #57637 was established in a method that does not agree with the guidelines as established by the GLO instructions of 1915 for a last corner according to the information provided in the item 20 of his recordation certificate. In viewing this corner as an obliterated corner, the location matches very closely within 0.3+/- feet to the location of the corner as referenced in a survey by County Surveyor W. Rows in 30-April-1886 (Sheet 2 in Table A). Corner E3 is referenced in this same survey as being used to establish the corner at E3. The survey shows that the corner at E3 was an "Iron Sleigh Shoe" which was recovered during a field survey by Geoscan Design Inc. on 28-February-2005.

Accpeted the location of the 1/2" steel bar as a faithful perpetuation of an obliterated corner by using the information provided in Table A item 2 above. Set a 3/4" x 24" steel bar and cap stamped "P.A. 345, P.S 47942" in a monument box. Did not excavate due to prior excavation by the Ingham County Recordation Program on 10-May-1969.

Measurements:
   (E3-E2) = 2636.17 (E2-E3) = 2636.39

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

Set standard Ingham County 3/4" x 3/4" smooth steel bar and cap stamped "P.A. 345, P.S 47942" in a monument box at the location of the found 1/2" steel bar.

NAD 83,
   NAD 83,
   NAD 83,
   NAD 83,

Signed by: Date: 07-05-2005

Surveyor's Michigan License No. 47942

FILE APPROVED BY INGHAM STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL SURVEYORS, JUL. 20, 1971
FILE APPR. Re: 1756, 1757, 1758
REVISED OCT. 1966
3) 01-January-1974 Ingham County Road Commission Grd Sheet calls for the following witnesses:
20' Oak N89°E, 38.38'
Fence Post N29°W, 15.31'
SE cor. Garage N90°W, 110.30'

4) 04-October-1974 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Oscar Bass in Libr 2, Page 136 of Surveys. "SW cor. Sec. 4, T2N, R1E" Same witness as Item 5 below. Bearing along the South line of Sections 4 and 6, N89°33'24"W.

5) 07-October-1974 Land Corner Recordation Certificate by Oscar Bass, P.S. #13574 as recorded in Libr 3 page 249 of corners.
Part "A" states: Unknown
Part "B" states: Set at split and on line between SW corner, Sec. 4 & SE Corner, Sec. 4
Part "C" states: (Corner appears to be improperly labeled on this portion of the Certificate. E-3 is listed as the South SW corner of Section 6, and F-3 is listed as the Southeast corner of Section 6. The witnesses shown below are the ones listed under F-3.)
F-3 SW Corner, Section 4
N90°, 33.38' Nali set in SW 20' Oak
N90°W, 16.31' Nali set S5° E fence post
N10°W, 110.30' SE corner garage

6) 08-August-1979 Land Corner Recordation Certificate by Austin C. Williams, P. S. #21275 as recorded in Libr 5 page 277 of corners.
Part "A" states: E-3 Original monument and accessories obliterated
Part "B" states: E-3 Set line and sap on line between North NW corner and the NW corner of Section 6, T2N, R1E, in close
ness with QLO at 40 feet north of same
Part "C" states: Nali and lag anchor post North 35.00'
Nali and lag 18' Oak N90°E, 45.31'
Nali and lag 24' Oak N90°W, 140.71'

7) 07-August-1979 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Austin C. Williams, P. S. #21275 in Libr 3, Page 957 of Surveys. "NE corner Sec. 8, T2N, R1E" Same witnesses as Item 5 above.
Bearing and distance E30°, N90°W24'W, 2536.40 feet.

6) 15-May-1980 Corner referenced by Polaris Surveying Company during an excavation of the corner. The surveying tower extended in the 10' x 10' area to an average depth of 2.0 feet and recovered the corner as referenced above. The found corners were placed in the same location as they were found prior to the excavation. The excavation was conducted for the Ingham City Recreation project.

9) 19-June-1992 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Ron Hubel, P. S. #19594 in Libr 6, Pages 1163-1164 of Surveys.
"Northeast corner Sec. 6, T2N, R1E, 15.10'" same witnesses as Item 6 above.
Bearing and distance E30°, N90°W24'W, 2536.40 feet.

10) 03-March-1999 Corner referenced in an unrecorded survey by Maurice H. Mahieu, P. S. #28414 . "Southeast Corner Sec. 8, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, M." Bearing and Distance E30°, N90°W27°17'W, 2536.12 feet.

11) 12-June-2001 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Maurice H. Mahieu, P. S. #28414 in Libr 6, Page 061 of Surveys. "Southeast Cor. Sec. 8, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, M." Bearing and Distance E30°, N90°W27°17'W, 2536.12 feet.

12) 11-March-2003 Corner referenced in a recorded survey by Maurice H. Mahieu, P. S. #28414 in Libr 6, Page 1042 of Surveys. "Northeast Cor. Sec. 6, T2N, R1E, Ingham Township, Ingham County, M." Same witnesses as Item 10 above.
Bearing and distance E30°, N90°W25'4"W, 2536.12 feet.

13) June 2003 Corner referenced in an unrecorded survey for the Ingham County Drain Commission as conducted by Fitzgerald HamillGIS Inc. Found 10' Set as recorded in Libr 6, Page 277
Witnesses as described in Item 10 above including the following witness:
Set N90°E 20' and lag in the Northeast side of a mailbox post #485, N90°W, 35.13'
LAND CORNER RECORDER CERTIFICATE


For corners in

INGHAM

(County)

Located In: Corner Code #

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T 2N</th>
<th>R 2E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Property Controlling S

in Section T

3. Miscellaneous S

Property in Sec. T

4. Lot No. Recorded Plat T

5. Private Claims S

I, DAVID R. JOHR, P.S., in a field survey on 06/24 & 10/16/08, do hereby certify that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were in conformance with regulations and rules therefore as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a Court of Law and/or that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformance with the rules of the Michigan Board of Land Surveyors or by a Decree of a Court of Law, established, re-established, monumented, re-monumented, found, as expressed below:

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:

1) CORNER SET BY JOSEPH WAMPFER, DEP. SURVEYOR, FEB. 1826. "N. BTW. 8 & 9, 40.00 CH. (2640.0') SET QR. POST, FW." WITNESSED BY: EIM 15", S 87-1/5 W, 147-1/2 LKS. (97.35')

2) CORNER REFERENCED IN A SURVEY BY A. JACKSON, CO. SURVEYOR, DATED 07/15/1842 AND RECORDED IN VOL. 4, PAGE 153. NO MENTION OF MONUMENT. "IN MARSH." WITNESSED BY: W. OAK 30', N 20 W, 13 LKS (8.58') SUGAR 24', S 36 E, 34-1/2 LKS (22.77')

NO DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2:

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or reestablishing corner:

Searched at apparent location of corner and found two 1/2" REBARS as set by surveyor MAHIEU, BEING 15' APART, ON AN EAST-WEST LINE, AS PER ITEM A-8 ABOVE. THE EASTERNLY OF THE TWO REBARS BEING THE CORNER WITNESSED IN HIS SURVEY OF ITEM A-8. HOWEVER HIS INTENTION WAS TO WITNESS THE WESTERLY REBAR AS THE QUARTER CORNER. MAHIEU MEASURED 2643.59' WEST, WHICH CLOSELY MATCHES THE TRAVERSED DISTANCE TO THE WESTERLY REBAR. (MEASURED 2644.39') REVIEWED CORNER LOCATION WITH SURVEYOR MAHIEU AND DETERMINED THAT HE HAD INCORRECTLY WITNESSED THE CORNER MARKING THE WEST EDGE OF THE DEER CREEK DRAIN EASEMENT, BEING 15' EAST OF THE SECTION CORNER. ACCEPTED THE WESTERLY REBAR SET BY MAHIEU IN 1999, AS THE CORRECT LOCATION OF THE EAST 1/4 CORNER AND SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090, IN FOUND LOCATION. FOUND CORNER FALLS ABOUT 81' WEST OF THE CENTERLINE OF DEER CREEK EXTENDED FROM THE SOUTH, AND 1.5' SOUTH OF AN EAST-WEST FENCE. TRAVERSED SECTION TO FIND THAT THE CORNER FALLS 1.30' EAST X 3.67' NORTH OF THE SINGLE PROPORTIONATE LOCATION. MEASURED DISTANCE NORTH NEARLY MATCHES JACKSON'S DISTANCE IN ITEM A-3 ABOVE. MEASURED NORTH 2622.60' TO E-3 (JACKSON MEASURED 2620.20', MAHIEU MEASURED 2621.82'), SOUTH 2629.95' (MAHIEU MEASURED 2630.20') TO E-5 AND WEST 2644.39' TO D-4 (MAHIEU MEASURED 2643.59').

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

E-4: T 2N, R 2E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP, INGHAM COUNTY. SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090 AT FOUND REBAR. WITNESSED BY: FOUND 1/2" REBAR (DEER CREEK EASEMENT CORNER) DUE EAST, 15.00' SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, WEST SIDE 8' ASH, N 45° E, 86.05' SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, SOUTH SIDE 28' Maple, N 89° E, 18.77' SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, SOUTH SIDE 56' MAPLE, S 88° E, 29.88' SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, WEST SIDE 34' MAPLE, N 51° E, 18.15'

SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG IS DEFINED AS A 1/4' X 2-1/2' MAGNETIC ALUMINUM ALLOY NAIL, WITH A 1-1/2" ALUMINUM DISC MARKED "INGHAM PA 345 WITNESS".

Signed by

Date OCTOBER 21, 2008

Surveyor’s Michigan License No. 30090
3) CORNER REFERENCED IN A SURVEY BY A. JACKSON, CO. SURVEYOR, DATED 09/09/1843 AND
RECORDED IN VOL. 4, PAGE 129. NO MENTION OF MONUMENT. WITNESSED BY:
E1M 16", S 87-1/5 W, 147-1/2 LKS. (97.35')
NO OTHER TREE
SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE EAST OF 159 RODS. (2623.50') AND NORTH OF 158 RODS, 20 LKS.
(2620.20')

4) CORNER REFERENCED IN A SURVEY BY A. JACKSON, CO. SURVEYOR, DATED 01/09/1854
AND RECORDED IN VOL. 4, PAGE 391. NO MENTION OF MONUMENT. WITNESSED BY:
E1M 16", S 87-1/5 W, 147-1/2 LKS. (97.35')
NO OTHER TREE
NO DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.

5) CORNER REFERENCED IN THR SURVEY OF DEER CREEK DRAIN, DATED 07/03/1917 AND RECORDED IN
LIBER 64, PAGE 2. THE CENTERLINE DESCRIPTION READS IN PART, "THENCE OVER AND ACROSS
THE SW 1/4 OF THE NW 1/4 OF SECTION 9, (T2N, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP) ... TO STATION 391
PLUS 100 LINKS. IN THE S. LINE OF SAID LANDS AT A POINT 1.50 CHS. (99.00') E. OF THE
SW CORNER THEREOF. (BEING E-4) THENCE OVER AND ACROSS THE W 1/2 OF THE SW 1/4 OF
SECTION 9, (T2N, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP) ... TO STATION 393 PLUS 50 LINKS. IN THE W. LINE
OF SAID LANDS AT A POINT 2.83 CHS. (186.78') S. OF THE NW CORNER THEREOF. (BEING E-4)

6) CORNER REFERENCED IN LCRC BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/19/73 AND
RECORDED IN LIBER 4, PAGE 302.
PART A STATES: BLANK
PART B STATES: "E-4, CORNER IN C/L OF DITCH (NO IRON FD., NO IRON SET)." 
PART C STATES: "E-4, NO ABLE TO WITNESS."

7) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/21/73
AND RECORDED IN LIBER 1, PAGE 1240. "E 1/4 COR. SEC 8." NO WITNESSES GIVEN.
SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE WEST OF 2643.59' TO D-4.

8) CORNER REFERENCED IN FOLLOWING SURVEYS BY MAURICE H. MAHIEU, PS #28414:
DATED 06/23/99 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 597;
DATED 03/11/03 AND RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 1242;
AS "EAST 1/4 CORNER, SECTION 8, T2N, R1E, INGHAM TWP., INGHAM COUNTY, MICHIGAN.
1/2" BAR & CAP #28414, 2' SOUTH OF E-W FENCE, 2.7' W. OF FENCE TO NNE."
WITNESSED BY: N & T #28414, W. SIDE 24" MAPLE, N 05° W, 14.29' (FD. NAIL & TAG)
N & T #28414, S. SIDE 12" ELIM, N 60° W, 41.77' (NOT FOUND)
N & T #28414, S. SIDE 24" MAPLE, N 60° E, 3.84' (FOUND TREE)
N & T #28414, S. SIDE 32" MAPLE, N 85° E, 14.90' (FD. NAIL & TAG)
SURVEYS SHOW A DISTANCE NORTH OF 2621.82' TO E-3, EAST OF 2617.10' TO F-4, AND
WEST OF 2643.59' TO D-4. COMPUTATION SHEET SHOWS A DISTANCE SOUTH OF 2630.20'.
NOTE: THE WITNESSED BAR & CAP DOES NOT REPRESENT THE EAST 1/4 CORNER. THE WITNESSED
BAR & CAP MARKS THE WESTERLY EDGE OF THE DEER CREEK EASEMENT, WHICH FALLS 15' EAST
OF THE TRUE 1/4 CORNER.

9) NO OTHER REFERENCES FOUND.
LAND CORNER RECORDED CERTIFICATE
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1. Public Land Survey
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   2008-024266 LAND CORNERS Receipt #47786
   Paula Johnson, Ingham County, Michigan
   Register of Deeds Stamp & File Number

2. Property Controlling in Section
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      Recorded Plat

3. Miscellaneous
   S T R
   S T R
   4. No.
      Recorded Plat

4. I, DAVID B. LOHR, P.S., in a field survey on 06/19/08,
do hereby certify that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points
mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were in conformance with regulations and rules therefore
as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Land Management, or by a decree of a Court of Law and/or that the corner
points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were in conformance with the rules of the Michigan
Board of Land Surveyors or by a Decree of a Court of Law, established, re-established,
monumented, re-monumented, recovered, found as expressed below:

NOTE: Not more than 2 corners, all in the same town and range, may be recorded
on this certificate.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:

1) CORNER SET BY JOSEPH WAMPLER, DEP. SURVEYOR, FEB.
   1826. "N. BTW. 16 & 17, 80.00 CH. (5280.0') SET P., COR. 8,9,16 & 17, F.W."
   WITNESS BY:
   TAM. 9", S 73-1/2' W, 221 RDS. (145.86')
   SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE NORTH AND SOUTH OF 40.00 CH. (2640.0') EAST OF 40.35 CH.
   (2663.10') AND WEST OF 39.82 CH. (2628.12').
   CONTINUED ON PAGE 2:

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or reestablishing corner:

SEARCHED AT APPARENT LOCATION OF CORNER AND FOUND A 1/2" REBAR & SMASHED CAP IN CONCRETE
BRIDGE DECK, AS PER ITEM A-9 ABOVE. CONCRETE BRIDGE DECK IS 17" THICK. CORNER FALLS 5'
SOUTH OF NORTH EDGE OF BRIDGE DECK, 13.90' EAST OF THE WEST END OF THE BRIDGE DECK AND
ON THE CENTERLINE OF DEER CREEK NORTH & SOUTH. MEASURED EAST 2624.44' TO F-5, NO VISIBLE
OCCUPATION AT 1/8 LINE EAST. ACCEPTED FOUND 1/2" REBAR & SMASHED CAP AS BEST AVAILABLE
EVIDENCE OF CORNER LOCATION AND SET A STANDARD INGHAM COUNTY BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090,
AS A WITNESS MONUMENT, 50.00' DUE WEST, ON THE SECTION LINE. FROM THE RECORDED CORNER,
MEASURED NORTH 2629.95' TO E-4, EAST 2624.44' TO F-5, SOUTH 2618.33'
TO E-6 AND WEST 2649.95' TO D-5.

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

E-5: T2N, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP, INGHAM COUNTY. FOUND 1/2" REBAR & SMASHED CAP IN
BRIDGE DECK. WITNESS BY:
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, S. SIDE 60' WILLOW, N 60' E, 77.34'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, N. SIDE 26' BOX ELDER, S 75' E, 95.35'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, W. SIDE UTILITY POLE, S 26' E, 63.12'
   SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, TOP NORTHWEST BRIDGE POST, N 78' W, 20.08'
   SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, TOP SOUTHWEST BRIDGE POST, S 42' W, 27.28'
   WEST END OF CONCRETE BRIDGE DECK, DUE WEST, 13.90'
   WITNESS MONUMENT, STANDARD REMON. BAR & CAP #30090, DUE WEST, 50.00'

WITNESS MONUMENT TO E-5: T2N, R1E, INGHAM TOWNSHIP, INGHAM COUNTY. SET A STANDARD
INGHAM COUNTY REMON. BAR & PA 345 CAP #30090, 6' BELOW GRAVEL SURFACE, 50.00' WEST
OF FOUND 1/2" REBAR & SMASHED CAP IN BRIDGE DECK. WITNESS BY:
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, S. SIDE 60' WILLOW, N 80' E, 123.63'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, R. SIDE 26' BOX ELDER, S 74' E, 144.30'
   FOUND NAIL & TAG #28414, W. SIDE UTILITY POLE, S 48' E, 95.55'
   SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, TOP NORTHWEST BRIDGE POST, N 84' E, 31.24'
   SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG, TOP SOUTHWEST BRIDGE POST, S 52' E, 37.13'
   WEST END OF CONCRETE BRIDGE DECK, DUE EAST, 36.10'

SET MAG NAIL & REMON. TAG IS DEFINED AS A 1/4" X 2-1/2" MAGNETIC ALUMINUM ALLOY NAIL, WITH A 1-1/2" ALUMINUM DISC MARKED "INGHAM PA 345 WITNESS".

Signed by David B. Lohr
Surveyor's Michigan License No. 30090

Date OCTOBER 21, 2008

P.A. 345 INGHAM COUNTY

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF LAND SurvEYORS, JAN. 1971
REVIEWED MAY 14, 1975
REVIEWED JULY 23, 1983
REVIEWED OCT. 18, 1999
ADAPTED FOR WORD PROCESSING JANUARY, 1999
2) CORNER REFERENCED IN A SURVEY BY A. JACKSON, CO. SURVEYOR, DATED 07/15/1942 AND
RECORDED IN VOL. 4, PAGE 153. NO MENTION OF MONUMENT. "IN MARSH." WITNESSED BY:
LYNN 15', S 34 W, 10 LKS (.6.60')
BEECH 12', N 57 E, 12 LKS (7.92')
NO DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.

3) CORNER REFERENCED IN THR SURVEY OF DEER CREEK DRAIN, DATED 07/03/1917 AND RECORDED IN
LIBER 64, PAGE 2. THE CENTERLINE DESCRIPTION READS IN PART, "THENCE ON THE LINE
BETWEEN THE S. 1/2 OF THE SE 1/4 OF THE SE 1/4 OF SECTION 9, (T2N, R1E, INGHAM
TOWNSHIP) AND THE SW 1/4 OF THE SW 1/4 OF THE SW 1/4 OF SECTION 9, TO STATION 411
PLUS 127 LINKS. AT THE SW CORNER OF SECTION 9." (BEING E-5)

4) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY CHARLES E. GARLOCK, RLS #14762, DATED 09/21/73
AND RECORDED IN LIBER 1, PAGE 1240. "SE COR. SEC 8." NO WITNESSES GIVEN.
SURVEY SHOWS A DISTANCE WEST OF 2649.01' TO D-5.

5) CORNER REFERENCED IN LCRG BY GEORGE M. YOUNG, RLS #17640, DATED 09/22/75 AND
RECORDED IN LIBER 3, PAGE 480.
PART A STATES: "E-5, UNDOW." 
PART B STATES: "E-5, FOUND "PK" NAIL IN BRIDGE DECK."
PART C STATES: "E-5, FOUND "PK" NAIL. WITNESSED BY:
SOUTH EDGE BRIDGE GUARDRAIL, N 80' W, 14.07'
NORTH EDGE BRIDGE GUARDRAIL, S 45' W, 21.84'
NORTH EDGE BRIDGE GUARDRAIL, S 50' W, 21.59'
SOUTH EDGE BRIDGE GUARDRAIL, N 80' W, 14.20'

6) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY GEORGE M. YOUNG, RLS #17640, DATED 09/24/75
AND RECORDED IN LIBER 2, PAGE 549. "SOUTHEAST SECTION CORNER, SECTION 8,
T2N, R1W, INGHAM TWP., FOUND "PK" NAIL IN NORTH EDGE BRIDGE DECK."
SAME WITNESSES AS IN ITEM A-4 ABOVE. NO DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.

7) CORNER REFERENCED IN CORNER REPORT FORM, CETA PROJECT OF 1978, BY LARRY BRYAN.
"FD. "PK" NAIL, 7.2' N. C/L BROWN, 4' E. OF W. EDGE OF BRIDGE (OVER DEER CREEK)."
SAME WITNESSES AS IN ITEM A-4 ABOVE.

8) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY MAURICE H. MAHIEU, PS #28414, DATED 09/05/91 AND
RECORDED IN LIBER 6, PAGE 806, AS "SW CORNER, SECTION 9, T2N, R1E, INGHAM TWP."
NO WITNESSES OR DISTANCES TO ADJACENT SECTION CORNERS GIVEN.

9) CORNER REFERENCED IN SURVEY BY MAURICE H. MAHIEU, PS #28414, DATED 01/28/98 AND
RECORDED IN LIBER 8, PAGE 163, AS "NE CORNER, SECTION 17, T2N, R1E, INGHAM TWP.,
INGHAM COUNTY, MICHIGAN. SET 1/2' X 2' (IN.) IRON ROD IN CONC. BRIDGE DECK."
(FOUND 1/2" REBAR & SMASHED CAP)
WITNESSED BY: N & T #28414, N. SIDE 20' BOX ELDER, S 75' W, 128.44'
N & T #28414, N. SIDE 26' BOX ELDER, S 65' E, 95.35'
N & T #28414, W. SIDE UTILITY POLE, S 20' E, 63.12'
N & T #28414, S. SIDE 60' WILLOW, N 60' E, 77.34'
N. EDGE CONC. BRIDGE DECK, NORTH, 5.0'
SURVEYS SHOW A DISTANCE WEST OF 2650.06' TO D-5.

10) NO OTHER REFERENCES FOUND.